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READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE OPERATING EQUIPMENT 

OPERATING & SERVICE PARTS MANUAL 

PINEAPPLE PEELER & CORER - TWO HANDED OPERATION 
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 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Place the Pineapple Peeler and Corer 

on a stable work surface ensuring that 

the unit can not move or slide.  Pre-

pare the pineapple for peeling and 

coring by cutting off the top and bot-

tom ends.  Dispose of the cut pineap-

ple ends.  Remove the core remover 

from the top of the corer blade and 

set it aside. 

Raise the “U” shaped handle until the 

pineapple fits under the blades.  The 

handle can be lifted with one hand, it 

will ratchet as you push up.  Center 

the pineapple under the circular 

blades.  Be sure that the pineapple is 

stable on the base. 

You must squeeze both levers to 

push the handle down.  WARNING:  

KEEP HANDS CLEAR FROM UN-

DER THE BLADES.  Continue to 

push the handle down until it reaches 

the bottom of its stroke to ensure that 

the blades pass completely through 

the pineapple. 

Raise the “U” shaped handle until it 

reaches the top of its stroke.  The 

pineapple will be pushed off of the 

center corer blade by the center stop 

as the handle is raised.  If the pineap-

ple sticks in the blades, simply pull it 

off, the blades cannot fall due to the 

ratchet mechanism. 

If the pineapple core sticks in the core 

blade, insert the core remover into the 

top of the center core blade and raise 

the “U” shaped handle until it reaches 

the top of its stroke. Grasp the core 

remover knob and push it down until 

the core falls out of the bottom of the 

center core blade.  Remove the pine-

apple core from the base. 
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 CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 

IMPORTANT: THIS UNIT IS NOT DISHWASHER SAFE. 
PLACING THIS UNIT IN A DISHWASHER WILL VOID THE WARRANTY  

AND COULD CAUSE MAJOR DAMAGE 

PROPER CARE OF PEELING AND CORING BLADES 
Clean blades after ever use 

Do not drop the blades into the wash basin or onto a hard surface 

Keep blades from contacting other hard objects while cleaning 

Wash blades carefully to avoid personal injury and damage to blades 

Wash, rinse and sanitize blades as described in previous section 

Completely dry blades immediately after washing 

Store the blades on the Pineapple Peeler/Corer 

Protect blades edges with a paper or cloth sheath when not in use 

Never use the blades for any use other than on the Pineapple Peeler/Corer 
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 CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 

 Lay down a towel on a surface next to 

sink to keep the suction cups from 

sticking to the surface. Set pineapple 

peeler on the towel next to sink. Re-

move plastic core remover from ma-

chine. 

Pull the latch pins out of the coring 

blade mounting plate. Life the coring 

blade out of the crossbar. NOTE: COR-

ING BLADE IS VERY SHARP. USE 

CAUTION WHEN HANDLING 

Push handle ALL THE WAY DOWN so 

blade is touching bottom surface. Pull 

the latch pins out of the peeling blade 

assembly NOTE: CORING BLADE IS 

VERY SHARP. USE CAUTION WHEN 

HANDLING! 

Lift handle back up to release blade 

from unit. 

Clean parts in first sink. Wash them in 

a detergent solution at lease 110°F. 

Use a brush, cloth, or nylon scrub pad 

to loosen dirt. Change the detergent 

solution when the suds are gone or the 

water is dirty 

Rinse all parts thoroughly in second 

sink. Spray them with water or dip 

them in it. Make sure all food and de-

tergent are completely removed. If 

dipping parts, change the rinse water 

when it becomes dirty or full of suds. 

Sanitize all removable parts in third 

sink. Soak them in hot water or a sani-

tizer solution. If using sanitizer, follow 

the manufacturer’s guidelines for use. 

Air-dry all removable parts on rack. 

Position them in a way that will let 

them drain. 

Place the rest of machine (all remov-

able parts removed) into wash sink. 

Wash it in a detergent solution at lease 

110°F. Use a brush, cloth, or nylon 

scrub pad to loosen dirt. Change the 

detergent solution when the suds are 

gone or the water is dirty. NOTE: Place 

machine sideways in sink so suction 

cups do not get stuck on bottom of 

sink.  

Rinse machine thoroughly in second 

sink. Spray it with water or dip it. Make 

sure all food and detergent is com-

pletely removed. If dipping, change the 

rinse water when it becomes dirty or 

full of suds. 

Sanitize machine in third sink. Soak in 

hot water or a sanitizer solution. If us-

ing sanitizer, follow the manufacturer’s 

guidelines for use. 

Set machine to air dry with the other 

removable parts. Reassemble as di-

rected. 
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 SCHEMATIC 
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